2018, 13 June

PAESTUM - Half day, 14.30 - 20.30
Price per person € 60,00 (minimum 40 People) includes
Bus + English speaking guide + Ticket for Archaeological Site and Museum + Italian wine taste at
San Salvatore Farm (http://www.ladispensa1988.it/en/)

Practical advice for the visit: to visit the excavations it is advisable to wear comfortable shoes.
Departing from Grand hotel Salerno by bus at 14.30 to Paestum. Arrival at h. 15.30
In this tour we are going to see Paestum, an ancient City founded around the end of the 7th century BC, originally
known as Poseidonia, that is one of the most important and fascinating Italian Archeological sites. The main features
of the site today are the standing remains of three major temples in Doric style, one of them is considered the best
preserved greek temple. In the Archeological National Museum of Paestum that is close to the temples we'll have the
chance to see one of the unique exemple of the greek painting, the amazing Tomb of the diver. You we'll be
fascinated by one of the most important UNESCO Heritage of Italy.
Around at 18.00, our tour, will follow with the visit of the San Salvatore Farm to taste typical local products of the
Cilento (Buffalo mozzarella - rustic Cilento - small pizzas - bread and oil EVO San Salvatore, wine taste from the San
Salvatore Farm).
At the end, around 19.30 pm return to Salerno. Arrival in hotel scheduled around 20.30
Booking Terms and Conditions: for the reservation it is necessary that you'll communicate not later than
the 2018 04th of June, sending us this field filled with your contact details.

1. Object ISNPS2018 PAESTUM
2. Number of participants
3. Surname and Name of the participants
4. Mobile number

___________________________
___________________________
______________________________

and forward the completed text, to the following email addresses
prenotazioni@barbirottiviaggi.it and in cc maurizio.barbirotti@gmail.com
Payments for reservations can be made by
1. Bank Transfer to the following current account
Account Holder
Barbirotti Viaggi
Account No.
000101306854
Bank
Banca UNICREDIT, Filiale di Salerno Portanova
Address
Piazza Sedile di Portanova, n. 102 - 84121 Salerno (Italy)
Bank Code
02008
SWIFT-BIC
UNCRITM1NH4
IBAN Code
IT12R0200815203000101306854
2. PayPal

(directly by credit card, without registration) at this link PayPal Barbirotti Viaggi

3. Manual Entry by charging on your credit card that you should communicate via email or WhatsApp at
number +39 +39 339 52 02 517

MEDAGLIA D’ORO AL MERITO DEL LAVORO E DEL PROGRESSO SOCIALE
P.IVA 04602370654 – Piazza Alfano I, 6 – 84121 Salerno

